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Abstract. Les responsables de la recherche de notre pays comprirent, bien qu’un peu 

tard, l’importance de ce programme de recherches interdisciplinaires qui bousculait les 

frontières établies de longue date, amenant au dialogue et à la confrontation les 

neurophysiologistes et les psychologues, les philosophes et les ingénieurs, les 

anthropologues et les linguistes. 
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    “Any individual is a heresy” 

                                                             Lucian Blaga 

 

The norm is according to the original Latin sense (normal), any action 

prescription from the pedagogical field which determines an instructive or 

educational action or conception. Norms have derived from various 

ideological conceptions and are governing principles of the human thinking, 

will and action, as a result of a personal option. 

I. MENTAL PATHOLOGY AND COGNITIVE DISORDERS 

Telepathy is the process which enables human beings to convey 

information to each other without using the verbal language. Those who 

discovered that telepathy belongs to the paranormal phenomena were 

Mesmer‟s followers (the theory of animal magnetism). They noticed that 

some persons with magnetic capacities could read minds and execute 

unuttered orders. Freud viewed telepathy as a primitive faculty which was 

lost by man in the course of his evolution. According to his assertions, 

“telepathically” linked individuals must have a very strong emotional 

connection, and the event thus conveyed must be charged with negative 

feelings. On the other hand, Jung gave even more importance to telepathy, 

viewing it as a synchronizing function, and discovered in his experiments 

that this phenomenon influences our dreams. N. Wiener considers that the 

material support of telepathy is in fact represented by the 10 Hz-frequency 

waves, that is, those associated with the alpha rhythm, and that these waves 

would be active in a state of maximum relaxation. 
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